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The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in drastic changes in hospitals’ practices and their case mix. This has a direct impact on the framework used for reporting and risk-adjusting healthcare-associated infections (HAI), such as catheter-associated urinary tract infections (CAUTI) and central line-associated bloodstream infections. Metrics related to HAIs are incorporated into public and private ranking programmes for hospitals, including the Hospital Compare programme by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the Leapfrog Hospital Safety Grade, and Vizient’s Quality and Accountability Study. While the importance of preventing these infections is widely recognised, appropriately risk-adjusting HAI rates continue to be a challenge and source of debate. We believe that the changes wrought in hospitals by the COVID-19 pandemic provide a fresh opportunity to rethink our frameworks for measuring and benchmarking HAIs.

Measuring the unadjusted incidence of HAIs is not equitable, as the risk of infection varies widely between hospitals depending on the patients they serve and the services they offer—healthcare facilities that care for older or more complex patients are likely to have higher rates of HAIs compared with facilities that serve younger patients with less complex disorders, even if they implement the same rigorous infection control measures. To help make fair comparisons, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) calculates a standardised infection rate (SIR) for each facility based on the number of expected infections. The SIR is then calculated as the number of observed infections divided by the number of expected infections. The CDC periodically measures baseline rates of HAIs and denominator characteristics to rebalance its models so that an SIR of 1.0 represents the ‘average’ facility in the nation. The most recent rebaselining occurred in 2015 and included changes to reflect ongoing decreases in HAI rates.

However, not all risk adjustment is created equal. There are a wide array of quality and safety measures that incorporate risk adjustment and their approaches vary considerably. Examples include the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s (AHRQ) Quality Indicators such as Patient Safety Indicators (PSIs), the American College of Surgeons’ National Surgical Quality Improvement Program, and the Society of Thoracic Surgeons Performance Measures. Some of these programmes use encounter-level data for risk adjustment while others only use unit-level and hospital-level data for risk adjustment.

AHRQ measures, for instance, are calculated using claims data submitted...
to the CMS, which incorporate individual patients’ encounter-specific clinical characteristics including their comorbidities, admission source and other data points. For example, the risk adjustment for AHRQ’s PSI-12 (perioperative pulmonary embolism or deep venous thrombosis) includes data on more than tens of comorbid conditions and several hundred types of surgeries for every patient.

By comparison, risk adjustment for CAUTI is primarily based on the aggregated number of catheter-days in each type of hospital ward—a far cry from assessing risk in individual patients. The use of catheter-days for risk adjustment is questionable at best. Reduction of catheter-days can decrease the risk of infection but paradoxically increase the SIR by shrinking the denominator. Incorporating patient-level variables into the calculation might help overcome this limitation.

AHRQ’s use of CMS data sets a precedent for using encounter-level data, rather than facility/unit-level data, to risk adjust quality metrics. The near-universal penetration of electronic health record (EHR) systems into hospitals, however, makes it feasible to use granular clinical data for risk adjustment. This overcomes the limited coverage of CMS claims data—after all, more individuals are insured through their employer or other payors than the CMS—and will facilitate more accurate risk adjustment. Several studies have now demonstrated that risk adjustment using patient-level EHR data is superior to using claims data.4–6

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced hospitals to transform the way that healthcare is delivered (eg, by expansion of virtual care into the inpatient setting),7 and in so doing has exposed weaknesses in several risk adjustment models. Hospitals have had to quickly increase their surge capacity for patients with COVID-19. In our hospital, we repeatedly moved, merged and eliminated several hospital units to make beds available for intensive care units (ICU) and COVID-specific units. As the meaning of a unit changes, so does its implication in a unit-based SIR model, but while the CDC and CMS responded by making data submission for the last quarter of calendar year (CY) 2019 and the first two-quarters of CY 2020 optional, this concession will not address based data and reporting them electronically.

We anticipate that using patient-level data for risk adjustment will have several downstream effects, both nationally and locally. We expect that it will provide
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meaningfully different results compared with the current system; consequently, pay-for-performance programmes—such as CMS Hospital-Acquired Condition Reduction Program and Value-Based Purchasing—which focus heavily on HAIs will bring a greater level of clarity on accountability for quality of care.\(^5 \text{--} 11\) Moving away from a purely unit-based approach can help practitioners move away from a unit-based accountability model and towards a more holistic approach. Benchmarking between hospitals will be more meaningful, as the risk adjustment for HAIs will be tailored to a hospital’s specific patient population and the types of care delivered, and that this in turn should increase our trust in publicly reported comparison data. At the local level, improved risk adjustment will enable hospital operational teams to focus more closely on identifying true performance outliers rather than focusing on questionable conclusions from limited and inaccurate models. This will ensure hospital improvement efforts are better positioned to improve patient care rather than deliberating on process measures of questionable validity. If there is a silver lining in the COVID-19 pandemic, it might be that it will propel us to reimagine the way we do things, including improving our approach to quality measurement.
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